I CAN’T THINK OF IT RIGHT NOW by Nick Zagone
Directed by Connor Heim
JOHN – Anthony Kirby
MARSHA – Daisy Erskine

GOLEM IN THE BASEMENT by Claire Abramovitz
Directed by Paige O’Callaghan
ARI – Rylan Love
LIORA – Kari Wilsey
GABBY – Abbey Hampton

TWO-TIMING LOAF OF BREAD by Ryan Bultrowicz
Directed by Kari Wilsey
CAROL – McKinley
SOPHIE – Lauren Welch
BREAD – Himself

CERTAIN UNEXPLAINABLE EVENTS by Cody Daigle
Directed by Blake Watson
THE ONE WHO SAW IT – Savannah Watson
THE ONE WHO DIDN’T GO – Malachi Dodson
THE ONE IN THE CAR – Taylor Telford
MICHAEL – Jacob McGaughhey
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SPECIAL THANKS:
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A NIGHT OF THEATRE

“Thinking like a director means believing in theatre’s ability to move humans to see the world anew, even if for a moment.” – Michael Bloom

Welcome!
Thank you so much for joining us tonight, as we celebrate the semester’s culmination of passion, vision, exploration, discovery, and learning surrounding the craft of the theatre director. The result is two nights of compelling and entertaining theatre, in the form of the 10-minute and one-act plays you are about to see.

This entire class wishes to say a deep ‘Thank You!’ to the student actors in these plays. We simply could not do this without your sacrifice and talents!
Also, thanks to the faculty and staff of the Department of Theatre Arts for their support of the creative aspirations and activities of our students.
Most importantly – thanks to YOU for being here tonight to see our work!
Enjoy the Plays!
~ The Students of Directing 471, 499, and 571

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12

POST-ITS by Winnie Holzman and Paul Dooley
Directed by McKinley Kirk
ACTOR – Rylan Love
ACTRESS – Savannah Watson

ADULTS by Jeremy Grimmer
Directed by Kylie Morris
EJ – Lauren Welch
SARAH – Kaylee Clough
MEG – Andy Ziegler
FRED – Connor Heim
SETH – Ty Harrington

LARRY GETS THE CALL by Matt Casarino
Directed by Sayana Basnet
LARRY – Blake Watson
GOD – Solstice Johnson
PETRA – Maddy Gilster

VOICE IN THE DARK: A SALEM STORY by Elizabeth Downing
Directed by Malachi Dodson
ANN – Sami Burton
REBECCA – Savannah Watson

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12 (CONTINUED)

SANCTUARY CITY by Martina Majok
Directed by Jana Veleva
B – Aaron Guevara
G – Carly Tranbarger
HENRY – Blake Watson

WINTER GAMES by Rachel Bonds
Directed by Dakota Gorges
JAMIE – Rylan Love
MARY – Sami Burton

COFFEE BREAK by Tasha Gordon-Solmon
Directed by Andy Ziegler
WOMAN 1 – Savannah Watson
WOMAN 2 – Emily Duncan
1 – Russ Garlinghouse
2 – Maddy Gilster

THE JABBERWOCKY by Lewis Carroll, adapted by Andy Pavey
Directed by Daisy Erskine
HUMPTY DUMPTY / JABBERWOCKY – Ty Harrington
TOVE – Malachi Dodson
BANDERSNATCH – Connor Heim
GROVER 1 – Tucker Holland
GROVER 2 – Anthony Kirby
MOME / JUB JUB BIRD – Kari Wilsey
SON – Daisy Erskine
Musicians:
CELLO – Jackson LaBaugh
MARIMBA – Anthony Kirby

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 13

STEPS by José Teodoro
Directed by Luke McGreevy
1 – Jacob McGaughey
2 – Lauren Fins
3 – Taylor Telford
4 – Jana Veleva
5 – Dennis McGreevy

Continued on back page